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Abstract
In the last three decades, genetic studies have played an increasingly important role in exploring human history. They have helped to conclusively establish that anatomically modern humans first appeared in Africa
roughly 250,000–350,000 years before present and subsequently migrated
to other parts of the world. The history of humans in Africa is complex
and includes demographic events that influenced patterns of genetic variation across the continent. Through genetic studies, it has become evident
that deep African population history is captured by relationships among
African hunter–gatherers, as the world’s deepest population divergences occur among these groups, and that the deepest population divergence dates to
300,000 years before present. However, the spread of pastoralism and agriculture in the last few thousand years has shaped the geographic distribution
of present-day Africans and their genetic diversity. With today’s sequencing technologies, we can obtain full genome sequences from diverse sets of
extant and prehistoric Africans. The coming years will contribute exciting
new insights toward deciphering human evolutionary history in Africa.
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1. GENETICS AS A TOOL FOR STUDYING HUMAN HISTORY
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Anatomically
modern humans
(AMHs): members of
the species Homo
sapiens with an
appearance consistent
with the range of
phenotypes classified
as modern human
BP: years before
present (where
“present” is defined as
the year 1950)
Early Stone Age
(ESA): a period in
African prehistory
with earliest finds
dating back to 3.3
million BP and ending
between 400,000 and
250,000 BP; it is
associated with specific
lithic technologies
Middle Stone Age
(MSA): a period in
African prehistory that
is generally considered
to have begun around
280,000 BP and ended
around
50,000–25,000 BP; it is
associated with specific
macrolithic
technologies
Later Stone Age
(LSA): a period in
African prehistory
associated with
modern human
behavior and
microlithic
technologies; it started
at different times in
different parts of Africa

Multiple studies have shown that the human population is genetically structured and that individuals within certain groups are genetically more similar to each other than to individuals in other
groups (e.g., 19, 60, 125, 136). These patterns of population structure are the result of a complex
human history, including numerous population divergence, migration, and admixture events, resulting in frequency differences of genetic variants among extant human populations. The field of
human evolutionary genetics examines these differences in order to unravel our collective history.
By generating and analyzing population-genetic data, we can investigate population structure,
population-expansion dynamics, and patterns of migration and admixture. The use of molecular
genetics to study human history is relatively recent (19). Various other disciplines have been, and
are still, actively researching human history and evolution. Historical and evolutionary linguistics,
archaeology, and paleontology continually contribute to uncovering the history of humankind,
and in order to understand our species’ past, we need to synthesize interpretations from these fields
together with genetic findings. Although this review has a genetic focus, we incorporate archaeological and linguistic findings to shed light on our species’ deep and more recent history in Africa.

2. THE EMERGENCE OF ANATOMICALLY MODERN HUMANS IN
AFRICA AND THE PREFARMING POPULATION STRUCTURE
Genetic, anthropological, and archaeological studies provide substantial support for an African
origin of anatomically modern humans (AMHs) (e.g., 17, 60, 79, 86, 107, 134, 144), but the process
by which they emerged has been vigorously debated (6, 11, 51, 56, 66, 110, 123, 125, 129, 132, 134).
African groups show the greatest genetic diversity; genetic variation in Eurasia, Oceania, and the
Americas is largely a subset of the African diversity (60, 107, 125), with small contributions from
archaic humans in non-Africans (38, 82, 103, 109). In contrast to the many genetic studies focusing
on the out-of-Africa migration [∼80,000 years before present (BP)] and the events thereafter (e.g.,
76, 86, 90, 107), fewer genetic studies have addressed early human history in Africa from 100,000
to 400,000 BP (47, 51, 123, 125, 129). Most of our knowledge about the emergence of AMHs in
Africa is based on fossils and archaeological findings (12, 56, 84, 110, 134).
The fully modern AMH fossils from Omo Kibish and Herto, found in East Africa and dating to
160,000–180,000 BP, are often used to support an East African cradle of humankind (79, 134, 144),
but East Africa is also the most extensively excavated area. However, continuous archaeological
records exist in several places in Africa (6, 12, 29, 73), and transitional fossils with both archaic
and modern features have been found in northern, eastern, and southern Africa (6, 12, 29, 56, 79).
Recent syntheses of the southern African archaeological and paleoanthropological records
point to the occupation of southern Africa by the Homo genus from about 2 million BP (29), with
major transitional phases 600,000–200,000 BP, from the Early Stone Age (ESA) into the Middle
Stone Age (MSA), and around 35,000 BP, from the MSA into the Later Stone Age (LSA) (73).
In southern Africa, transitional forms with a mosaic of archaic and modern features are found
300,000–100,000 BP, and AMHs appear in the record some 120,000 BP (29).
Although the MSA fossil record in North Africa is limited, some of the most important and
interesting early human fossils have been discovered in the region, including the fossils from Jebel
Irhoud, recently dated to ∼300,000 BP (56, 110). These fossils may be the earliest ascribed to
Homo sapiens, fulfilling most criteria for AMHs, including an anatomically modern cranial vault
and face, but with some archaic morphological traits, such as heavy brow ridges and distinctly large
teeth (55, 56, 119). Younger MSA fossils in North Africa dated to 100,000–60,000 BP have been
described as retaining some of these archaic morphological traits but largely presenting anatomical
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modernity. Their presence suggests some level of population continuity across the MSA in North
Africa, including the Late Pleistocene populations in the Levant (at Skhul and Qafzeh) and in East
Africa (at Aduma) (56, 111).
Central and western Africa generally have poor conditions for bone preservation, and few
ancient human remains have been found in these areas. Although these are vast geographic areas,
and pockets of better preservation conditions exist, they have been less excavated for various
reasons, including political and economic conditions. There is more evidence in the archaeological
record and material culture about human occupation of western Africa than there is in fossil
remains. Although few in number, dated ESA, MSA, and LSA sites attest to human occupation at
various time periods (120). The LSA burial at the Iwo Eleru rock shelter (southwestern Nigeria)
is one of the few human skeletal remains in western Africa associated with a Pleistocene date
(∼13,000 BP, calibrated based on associated charcoal) (14, 48). The cranium displayed certain
archaic aspects, morphology outside the range of modern human variability, and affinities to
early AMHs from Skhul and Qafzeh (Levant) (48). Interestingly, the MSA, with its macrolithic
stone tools, persists into the terminal Pleistocene in western Africa (the youngest examples of MSA
technologies anywhere in Africa) before being replaced in a mosaic-like fashion by LSA microlithic
industries (∼12,000–13,000 BP). This replacement of MSA by LSA technologies seemed to have
moved in a general direction from central to central-western to western Africa. Although Iwo Eleru
was in an LSA context (48), the fossils date to the same time frame as the final MSA in Senegal,
lending support to the possibility of admixture between late-surviving archaic populations and
modern humans (120). More recent western African LSA human remains from, e.g., Shum Laka
in Cameroon (7,000–3,000 BP) do not display these archaic features (68).
Today, the majority of people living south of a line from southern Nigeria in the west to
southern Somalia in the east and as far south as the Eastern Cape province of South Africa speak
languages belonging to the close-knit Bantu family (31, 39) and are genetically highly homogeneous (136). It is commonly assumed that this distribution of people with strong genetic affinities
was accomplished by the gradual dispersal of expanding populations of sedentary farmers from
western Africa (Figure 1b) starting around 4,000 BP and reaching southern Africa by around
1,800 BP (25, 71, 91, 136) (for further discussion, see Section 3.1). In the course of this expansion,
indigenous communities must have been displaced or absorbed (25, 71, 91, 136), and our current
knowledge of the genetic landscape of sub-Saharan Africa prior to this recent population expansion (the so-called Bantu Expansion) is limited. Only a few populations—the hunter–gatherers of
the central African rain forests (previously known as Pygmies, a name that now has derogatory
connotations), the San populations of southern Africa, and the Hadza hunter–gatherers from eastern Africa—have retained their way of subsistence and their culture, albeit with different degrees
of intermarriage with neighboring farming and herding populations. Today, they still display
substantial stratification that is correlated with geography (92, 96, 125, 136, 141) (Figure 1a).
Central African rain forest hunter–gatherers comprise two geographically and genetically isolated groups of populations in the western and eastern parts of the Congo Basin (141), while San
groups and their descendants live in scattered, often marginalized groups throughout presentday Namibia, South Africa, Botswana, and southern Angola. The southern and central African
hunter–gatherer groups encompass some of the earliest divergences among modern humans (65,
123, 125) (Figure 2), and some may harbor genetic material from archaic humans (47, 54, 65).
Genetic studies of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) and the autosomes consistently identify
southern African Khoe-San populations as carrying more divergent lineages than any other living
human populations (5, 8, 17, 40, 51, 60, 96, 116, 122, 123, 125, 127, 136, 140). The deepest population split among modern humans—between the Khoe-San and other groups—has been estimated
at around 100,000–160,000 BP, based on short sequence fragments (40, 140) and genome-wide
www.annualreviews.org • Migration, Admixture, and Selection in Africa
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Pleistocene: the
geological epoch that
preceded the
Holocene and lasted
from around 2,588,000
to 11,700 BP; the end
of the Pleistocene
indicates the end of
the last glacial period
Rain forest
hunter–gatherers:
hunter–gatherer
groups who live in the
central African rain
forests, which span
several countries
around the equator
Mitochondrial DNA
(mtDNA): a relatively
small stretch of DNA
(16,569 base pairs in
humans) that is located
in the mitochondria of
cells and is maternally
inherited
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Figure 1
(a) Map of major prefarming population stratification across the African continent, showing non-Africans (brown), East Africans (dark
blue), West Africans ( green), central African hunter–gatherers (light blue), and Khoe-San (red ). (b) Migration routes related to the
expansion of herders and crop farmers during Holocene times. The green arrows represent the Bantu Expansion, the brown arrows
represent the Eurasian back-migration, the brown/blue arrow represents the southward migration of mixed East African/Eurasian
pastoralists, and the blue/green arrow represents bidirectional migration across the Sahel belt. Abbreviation: BP, years before present.

Single-nucleotide
polymorphism
(SNP): a singlebase-pair variable
position at a defined
genomic position or
locus that segregates in
a population (i.e., the
locus is polymorphic in
the population and has
more than one variant,
referred to as an allele)

single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) data (125). After recent revisions of the human mutation
rate based on pedigree studies (117), rescaled estimates of the split ranged between 200,000 and
300,000 BP. This date has been pushed back even further by a recent study that sequenced the
genomes of three 2,000-year-old southern African Stone Age hunter–gatherers (123) (Figure 2).
The study found that all modern-day Khoe-San groups have between 9% and 30% genetic admixture from East Africans/Eurasians (for further discussion, see Section 3.2). Using genetic data from
these Stone Age hunter–gatherers (who were not affected by recent gene flow from herders and
farmers in the last two millennia), this study estimated the deepest human population divergence
time at between 350,000 and 260,000 BP, separating the Khoe-San from all other extant humans
(123) (Figure 2). This estimate is a lower bound for the emergence of modern humans, who must
have emerged earlier than the estimated split time. Any (potential) additional gene flow between
southern African hunter–gatherers and other groups before 2,000 BP would only lead to these
dates underestimating the true population split time. Because the earliest diversification of modern humans involves the ancestors of the Khoe-San (123), the time prior to this event—a period
exemplified by large morphological diversity in the fossil record (12, 41, 56, 79)—corresponds to
a critical period for the origin of early modern humans.
The estimated divergence time of 260,000–350,000 BP for the ancestors of the southern
African Khoe-San (123) coincides with the anatomical development of archaic humans into modern humans in the local southern African fossil record. Dated southern African MSA contexts of
∼300,000–250,000 BP are few and include Florisbad (Free State Province, South Africa) (41)
and Kathu Pan 1 (Northern Cape Province, South Africa) (99). At the Florisbad site, MSA
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Figure 2 (Figure appears on preceding page)
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Demographic model of African history and estimated divergences. (a) Population split times, hierarchy, and population sizes (summarized
from 123). Horizontal width represents population size; horizontal colored lines represent migrations, with down-pointing triangles
indicating admixture into another group. (b) Population structure analysis at 5 assumed ancestries (K = 5) for 93 African and 6 non-African
populations. Non-Africans (brown), East Africans (blue), West Africans ( green), central African hunter–gatherers (light blue), and
Khoe-San (red ) populations are sorted according to their broad historical distributions. Data were obtained from several studies (4, 16,
44, 53, 70, 89, 125), and the details of the analysis are described in the Supplemental Methods. Abbreviation: BP, years before present.

Ancient DNA
(aDNA): DNA
extracted from ancient
human remains

artifacts were found together with human remains dating to 259,000 ± 35,000 BP (41), including a partial cranium with a cranial volume similar to that of modern humans, interpreted as
representing a combination of archaic and modern characteristics (28, 41). Human remains from
Hoedjiespunt, South Africa, from ∼300,000–200,000 BP were ascribed to Homo heidelbergensis
because, although morphologically modern, they seemed larger than modern-day Africans (10).
These records attest to the presence of humans on the southern African landscape at the time
of the earliest modern human divergence, predating 260,000 BP, and the fossils deserve closer
morphological scrutiny. Whether the Florisbad skull represents a modern human ancestor or an
archaic form of human who contributed little or no genetic material to modern humans is an open
question, as is modern humans’ potential relationship with other southern African hominids, including the ∼200,000–300,000-BP Homo heidelbergensis of Hoedjiespunt (10) and the archaic Homo
naledi dated to ∼236,000–335,000 BP (9). Although the ancestors of southern African Stone Age
hunter–gatherers might have originated elsewhere in sub-Saharan Africa or might have mixed
with other groups before 2,000 BP, archaeological, fossil, and genetic records increasingly point
toward a modern human development that includes southern Africa. In this same period of earliest
human population divergence, fossil evidence showing a morphological transition from archaic
features to modern features has also been found in several other parts of Africa, including eastern
and northern Africa (6, 12, 29, 56, 79). Therefore, both paleoanthropological and genetic evidence
increasingly point to a multiregional origin of AMHs in Africa—i.e., Homo sapiens did not originate
in one place in Africa but might have evolved from older forms in several places on the continent,
with gene flow between groups from different regions.
High genetic diversity in the present-day Khoe-San was previously used to argue for a southern
African origin of modern humans (51), although several different regions or groups within regions
have also been suggested (as opposed to a single localized origin of modern humans) (123, 125, 134).
From studies of southern African Stone Age human remains, we now know that it was likely the
East African/Eurasian admixture into southern African Stone Age hunter–gatherers that resulted
in the elevated diversity in present-day Khoe-San groups (123). The high levels of diversity of these
groups likely arose because they represent the deepest split among humans and had recent admixture with a group in the other branch of the tree (i.e., the branch containing all other current-day
human populations). This increased diversity resulting from admixture might also explain inflated
past effective population sizes (78) in the Khoe-San and most likely implies that their (census)
population size in prehistory was not much greater than those of other African groups (123).
Apart from rain forest hunter–gatherers and the Khoe-San, populations living in the area between southern and central Africa prior to the Bantu Expansion have not been investigated owing
to the lack of knowledge of present-day groups extending back to before this expansion. A recent ancient DNA (aDNA) study (132) attested to this replacement of local hunter–gatherers in
east-central African regions (today’s Malawi and Tanzania). The study captured an array of SNPs
(known to be variable in a human reference panel) in seven Stone Age Malawi hunter–gatherers
(8,100–2,500 BP) and one prehistoric Tanzanian hunter–gatherer (∼1,400 BP). Through comparisons with present-day Hadza hunter–gatherers from Tanzania, a 4,500-year-old ancient genome
from Ethiopia (36), and the Dinka population from South Sudan, the study demonstrated a cline
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of geographically structured hunter–gatherer populations stretching from northeastern Africa
(present-day Ethiopia) to southern Africa (present-day South Africa), who were potentially connected to each other by gene flow between neighboring groups (132) or by shared ancestry—a link
also previously seen from modern-day genetic variation (96, 125). This southern hunter–gatherer
component, still present in the southern African San, contributed about two-thirds of the ancestry
of Malawi hunter–gatherers (8,100–2,500 BP) and roughly one-third of the ancestry of Tanzanian
hunter–gatherers (1,400 years BP) (132). Thus, before the great demographic changes that occurred in the last few thousand years owing to the introduction of farming and the migration of
herding and farming groups, the genetic ancestry represented by present-day southern African
San hunter–gatherers extended further, as a decreasing cline toward eastern Africa, with increasing
genetic similarity to East African hunter–gatherers.
Southern African Stone Age hunter–gatherers (who lived before the recent East African/
Eurasian admixture) share significantly more alleles with eastern Africans (including the presentday Dinka and Hadza and the ancient Ethiopian Mota genome) than they do with present-day
western Africans (as represented by the Yoruba and Mende) (123, 132) (Figure 1). There are two
models that could explain this observation of deep structure in western Africans. The first suggests
that present-day western Africans have ancestry from two sources: a basal African lineage and a
source related to eastern Africans (123, 132). In this model, the basal African lineage contributed
more to the Mende than to the Yoruba. This model could support previous reports of evidence
of archaic admixture in western and central Africans (47, 48, 54, 65, 98, 120) and is also consistent
with larger estimates of effective population sizes among some western African groups (123). Low
drift between the basal African node and the rest of the tree (123) suggests a split time for the basal
node not much earlier than the Khoe-San split and more recent than the Neanderthal split (132).
The second model suggests that continuous gene flow has connected southern and eastern
African hunter–gatherer groups and that this cline of connected groups across the eastern part
of the continent was also connected to western Africa (but with less gene flow toward the west).
Furthermore, the eastern cline of groups was more connected to certain western African groups
(e.g., Yoruba ancestors) than to other geographically more distant groups in western Africa (e.g.,
Mende ancestors). Generally, the second model equates to a model of isolation by distance, where
groups are connected to surrounding groups but there are certain obstructions or barriers to
gene flow in some directions (e.g., caused by terrain that is inaccessible, difficult to navigate, or
uninhabitable). The rain forest is a known barrier to human movement in central Africa and could
constitute such a barrier of gene flow to western Africa, while the easily navigable savanna grassland
corridors in eastern Africa have reportedly led to clinal genetic relatedness in animals (74). These
corridors of gene flow could have facilitated long-standing gene flow between hunter–gatherer
populations in the eastern part of Africa, while the dense rain forests of central Africa could have
hindered gene flow to the west (Figure 1). The inclusion of more representative (modern-day
and ancient) central African groups could help with distinguishing between the different models
of prefarming population structure within Africa. Until we have better genomic information from
additional indigenous African groups and potentially from additional ancient human remains, our
understanding of the deep human evolutionary history in Africa remains limited and is still based
on interpretations of relatively limited data.

3. THE DEVELOPMENT OF FARMING IN AFRICA AND THE IMPACT
ON POPULATION MIGRATION AND ADMIXTURE
The invention of farming not only caused dramatic transformations of the environment but also
had a striking impact on the socioculture, health, and demography of human societies across the
www.annualreviews.org • Migration, Admixture, and Selection in Africa
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globe. Population sizes increased drastically during the warmer Holocene epoch, and agriculture developed independently in several geographically dispersed regions (118). Farming societies
outcompeted hunter–gatherer societies in temperate areas and rapidly expanded. Archaeological
evidence indicates that farming practices spread rapidly over large distances, leading to continentwide subsistence changes. It is, however, difficult to see in the archaeological record whether
only the practices themselves spread to other places (cultural diffusion) or whether the people
who practiced farming migrated (demic diffusion) (2). Genetic studies offer a unique opportunity
to investigate the demographic effects of farming by comparing genetic variation within various farming populations and with remaining indigenous hunter–gatherer groups, allowing better
inferences of human history with regard to population migration and cultural change.
Genetic studies have investigated the spread of farming (commonly called Neolithic expansions)
on various continents. Arguably the most intensely investigated Neolithic event is the spread of
farming into Europe from the Fertile Crescent and Anatolia (43, 86, 87, 130). Likewise, genetic
studies contributed to the investigation of Neolithic expansions in East Asia (143), Oceania (145),
the Americas (131), and Africa (15, 91, 136). However, the majority of research focusing on the
spread of farming in Africa has been conducted using linguistic and archaeological approaches,
with comparatively few investigations utilizing genetic information. Currently, it is believed that
three regions in Africa developed agriculture independently: the Sahara/Sahel (around 7,000 BP),
the Ethiopian highlands (∼7,000–4,000 BP), and western Africa (∼5,000–3,000 BP) (84). The
Nile River Valley is thought to have adopted agriculture (∼7,000–8,000 BP) from the Neolithic
transition in the Middle East (∼10,000–11,000 BP) (84). From these centers of origin, farmers or
farming practices spread to the rest of Africa, with domesticated animals reaching the southern
tip of Africa around 2,000 BP and crop farming around 1,800 BP (57, 83). Genomic investigations
of both present-day and past humans hold great potential to generate, test, and contribute to
hypotheses regarding the processes of neolithization in Africa.

3.1. The Expansion of the Bantu-Speaking Peoples
The Bantu Expansion is one of the largest expansion events of farmers globally and began
around ∼5,000–3,000 BP in western Africa (in the region of current eastern Nigeria and western Cameroon). It is visible in the archaeological record via increased sedentism, the spread of
agricultural practices, and (later) the use of iron (39, 84, 85, 95, 139). Today, the majority of
sub-Saharan Africans speak one of the ∼500 closely related Bantu languages even though they are
distributed over an area of ∼500,000 km2 . Bantu languages form a subgroup of the Niger–Congo
linguistic family, which, in turn, is one of the four independent major linguistic groups in Africa
(the other three being Afro-Asiatic, Nilo-Saharan, and Khoisan). Earlier genetic studies have indicated that the current distribution of Bantu-speaking populations is largely a consequence of
the movement of people (demic diffusion) rather than a diffusion of only language (71, 125, 136)
(Figure 3). However, this huge migration event was likely complex and multifaceted, with initial
and subsequent movements, replacements of different groups, and potentially admixture with local
hunter–gatherer groups (57, 84). Most of the existing hypotheses about the migration routes of
the Bantu Expansion are based on linguistics and archaeology.
Bantu languages are divided into three major groups: Northwestern Bantu, Eastern Bantu,
and Western Bantu (45, 52, 139). Northwestern Bantu languages are spoken near the core region
from where the expansion started, while the Eastern Bantu and Western Bantu language branches
potentially spread out from their western African homeland in two separate migration routes
(Figure 1b; see also the Supplemental Methods and Supplemental Figure 1). Ancestors of Eastern Bantu–speaking groups are thought to have migrated eastward out of western Africa (either
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Figure 3 (Figure appears on preceding page)
Population structure analysis and inferred ancestry components for selected choices of assumed number of ancestries (K = 3, 6, 9, and
11) for 93 African and 6 non-African populations. Figure 2 displays the ancestry components for K = 5. The broad geographical
distributions are indicated at the bottom. The labels at the top indicate ethnic affiliation, country of origin, language family, and
language subfamily. Data were obtained from several studies (4, 16, 44, 53, 70, 89, 125), and the details of the analysis are described in
the Supplemental Methods. Abbreviations: CAR, Central African Republic; DRC, Democratic Republic of the Congo.
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above or below the rain forests, forming the basis of the early-versus-late-split linguistic hypotheses), reaching the Great Lakes region in eastern Africa by ∼3,000 BP (30). The linguistic theories
suggest that they thereafter expanded further southward, reaching their current distribution across
eastern and southern Africa around 1,300 BP. The ancestors of Western Bantu–speaking groups
may have spread directly south through the rain forests from the Cameroon homeland, possibly
following the Atlantic coast, forming the second major route of the Bantu Expansion (45, 52,
139). Therefore, in southern Africa, there are two main Bantu-speaking groups, southeastern and
southwestern Bantu language speakers (Figure 3), who represent the edges of the two Bantu
Expansion waves according to linguistic research.
Evidence from archaeology regarding migrations of Bantu language speakers does not necessarily support linguistic inferences (Supplemental Figure 1). According to archaeological evidence,
East African Bantu language speakers (possibly originating from the Urewe ceramic tradition)
spread south from the Great Lakes region in East Africa, through eastern and southern Africa,
during the first millennium AD. Archaeologically, they are distinct from the West African Bantu
language speakers and are recognized by their pottery, use of iron, herding of domesticated livestock, and cultivation of cereal crops such as sorghum and millet (95). From the Great Lakes
region, there seem to have been two main migration events southward, represented archaeologically by the split into two branches: the Nkope branch, which took an inland route, and the Kwale
branch, which took a more coastal route (Supplemental Figure 1a). Another ceramic tradition,
Kalundu, is proposed to have come from the west, south of the equatorial forest, across central
Africa (present-day Democratic Republic of the Congo and Zambia) into present-day Zimbabwe
and South Africa. Southeastern Bantu language speakers who today live in South Africa, Mozambique, and Zimbabwe are therefore predicted to be a mix of these three different inferred dispersal
routes from central Africa. Western Bantu languages (including southwestern varieties) could
possibly be linked with a fourth ceramic tradition, Naviundu (Supplemental Figure 1a).
Since the 1990s, genetic information has been utilized in deciphering the Bantu Expansion.
These studies used a limited number of classical genetic markers and noted considerable genetic
homogeneity among Bantu language speakers compared with the genetic differentiation between
West African Niger–Congo language speakers and East African Nilo-Saharan language speakers
(19). Studies using single-locus mtDNA (21, 116) and Y-chromosome markers (1, 3, 21, 24) have
shown that specific haplogroups were associated with Bantu-speaking people. Recently, genomewide typing and analyses of microsatellite markers (136) and SNPs (15, 91, 125) demonstrated the
genetic similarity of geographically distant Bantu-speaking groups (Figures 2 and 3).
Genetic studies have also started to test specific hypotheses regarding the Bantu Expansion.
De Filippo et al. (25) used autosomal genetic data to test a linguistic hypothesis regarding the
early phases of the Bantu Expansion. Two hypotheses, based on linguistics, have been proposed
for how the people speaking the eastern and western branches of Bantu languages spread from
western Africa. In the first hypothesis (the early-split hypothesis), the people of the eastern and
western branches split early into two separate migration routes. The alternative hypothesis (the
late-split hypothesis) is that these two branches split later, after the people migrated through
the central African rain forest (Supplemental Figure 1b). The genetic data fit better with the
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late-split linguistic hypothesis, suggesting a more recent development of Eastern Bantu languages
out of Western Bantu languages (25). In accordance with this study, a recent extensive linguistic
study found strong support for the late-split hypothesis (23), as did two genetic studies using dense
genome-wide markers and additional populations (15, 91).
Another genetic study tested the larger-scale perspective of the linguistic hypothesis in connection with the eastern route of the Bantu Expansion by concentrating on the terminal southeastern
Bantu-speaking groups (71). The study included selected Bantu-speaking populations from western, eastern, and southern Africa (136) and contrasted four different population histories with
possible routes of dispersal of the eastern branch of Bantu language speakers on the African continent. In accordance with the linguistic hypothesis, the study found that the most likely model
for the movement of the eastern branch of Bantu language speakers involved the migration of
Bantu-speaking groups to the east followed by migration to the south (71). This model, however,
was only marginally more likely than other models, which might indicate significant gene flow
with the western branch of Bantu language speakers. Alternatively, it could also support the archaeological hypothesis and provide support for the existence of a migration route associated with
the Kalundu ceramic tradition across central Africa.
Genetic studies of Bantu language speakers have thus far been limited owing to the amount
of genetic data collected from each group (i.e., only mtDNA) and/or poor geographic coverage.
The recent publication of full genome sequence data from Bantu language speakers is promising
(4, 20, 44, 76), and the inclusion of more population groups across the continent in genome-wide
studies should help to refine and extend hypotheses regarding large- and fine-scale movements of
Bantu language speakers.

3.2. The Spread of Pastoralism from the East to the South
The Khoekhoe herders of southern Africa represent a lesser-known long-distance spread of pastoralist practices, originating from East Africa and spreading to the southern tip of the continent
before, and independent of, the Bantu Expansion. During historical times in southern Africa (1600s
and onward), the western parts of South Africa and the southern and central parts of Namibia
were occupied by Khoekhoe herders and San hunter–gatherers. The eastern branch of Bantu
language speakers (Xhosa speakers) reached as far south as the Fish River in the present Eastern
Cape province of South Africa, whereas the western branch reached the north of Namibia, where
they encountered the Khoekhoe herders (31, 57, 83).
Archaeological research suggests that a sheep-herding economy and ceramics were introduced
to southern Africa by pastoralists who were migrating south from East Africa and arrived in
Zambia and Zimbabwe around 2,100 BP (42, 115, 133). However, archaeological artifacts could
not show whether the spread of pastoralism was associated with a demic diffusion of pastoralist
populations or a diffusion of the practice on its own. Genetic studies of contemporary and ancient
southern African Khoekhoe (herders) and San (hunter–gatherer) groups detected a mixed East
African/Eurasian genetic component in all contemporary Khoe-San groups, but this component
was present at higher frequencies in Khoekhoe groups (13, 75, 97, 123, 125, 132). The results
suggested that herding practices were brought to southern Africa by the migration of a group
of individuals with East African/Eurasian ancestry who were subsequently assimilated by one or
more local southern African hunter–gatherer groups, which led to the ancestors of the Khoekhoe
herders. The results showed that the post-2,000-BP admixture source in the modern-day KhoeSan was an already-admixed East African/Eurasian group (this group had 69% East African and
31% Eurasian ancestry), comparable to the Amhara of East Africa (123) (see Section 3.3). The
least admixed San group, the Ju|’hoansi (historical foragers), had 9–14% East African/Eurasian
www.annualreviews.org • Migration, Admixture, and Selection in Africa
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admixture; the Nama (Khoekhoe, historical herders) had 23–30% admixture; and all modern-day
Khoe-San groups had East African/Eurasian admixture levels ranging between 9% and 30%. The
admixture events date to 1,500 and 1,300 BP (based on genetic data) for the Ju|’hoansi and Nama,
respectively (123).
The Nama are only one of the many Khoekhoe pastoralist groups who occupied southern
Africa during the 1600s, and it is not known whether the East African component occurred
in all Khoekhoe groups. The Nama (most of whom are currently living in Namibia) were the
northernmost group among the Khoekhoe herders (7). Following the European colonization, the
South African Khoekhoe groups mostly lost their cultural identities and languages and became
assimilated into a mixed-ancestry group, historically (and still used today by many individuals to
self-identify) called the Coloured population (20, 125). Extending genetic studies to include more
Khoekhoe and Khoekhoe-descendent populations as well as aDNA studies of ancient remains of
herders (see Section 3.3) can help to clarify the extent and magnitude of East African admixture
in different Khoekhoe groups. Such studies and data could lead to a better understanding of the
population dynamics during the introduction of pastoralism to parts of southern Africa.

3.3. The Crop Farmers and Herders of Northeastern and Eastern Africa
It is currently believed that farming practices in northeastern and eastern Africa developed independently in the Sahara/Sahel (around 7,000 BP) and the Ethiopian highlands (7,000–4,000 BP),
while farming in the Nile River Valley developed as a consequence of the Neolithic Revolution in
the Middle East (84). Northeastern and eastern African farmers today speak languages from the
Afro-Asiatic and Nilo-Saharan linguistic groups, which is also reflected in their genetic affinities
(Figure 3, K = 6). In the northern parts of East Africa (South Sudan, Somalia, and Ethiopia),
Nilo-Saharan and Afro-Asiatic speakers with farming lifeways have completely replaced hunter–
gatherers. It is still largely unclear how farming and herding practices influenced the northeastern
African prefarming population structure and whether the spread of farming is better explained by
demic or cultural diffusion in this part of the world. Genetic studies of contemporary populations
and aDNA have started to provide some insights into population continuity and incoming gene
flow in this region of Africa.
For example, studies have shown that a back-migration from Eurasia into Africa affected most
of northeastern and eastern Africa (36, 46, 53, 89, 132) (Figure 1b). A genetic baseline of eastern
African ancestral genetic variation unaffected by recent Eurasian admixture and farming migrations
within the last 4,500 years has been suggested in the form of the genome sequence of a 4,500-yearold individual from Mota, Ethiopia (36). Based on comparisons with the ancient Mota genome,
we know that certain populations from northeastern Africa show deep continuity in their local
area with very limited gene flow resulting from recent population movements. For example, the
Nilotic herder populations from South Sudan (e.g., Dinka, Nuer, and Shilluk) appear to have
remained relatively isolated over time and received little to no gene flow from Eurasians, West
African Bantu-speaking farmers, and other surrounding groups (53) (Figures 2 and 3). By contrast,
the Nubian and Arab populations to their north show gene flow with Eurasians, which has been
connected to the Arab expansion (53). The Nubian, Arab, and Beja populations of northeastern
Africa roughly display equal admixture fractions from a local northeastern African gene pool
(similar to the Nilotic component) and an incoming Eurasian migrant component (53) (Figure 3).
The Eurasian component has been linked to the Middle East and the Arab migration, but only
the Arab groups shifted to the Semitic languages; the Nubians and Beja groups kept their original
languages. The Eurasian gene flow appears to have spread from north to south along the Nile and
Blue Nile in a succession of admixture events (53).
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Toward East Africa, the Ari (Blacksmiths) (36, 89) and Hadza (132, 136) seem to be remnant
present-day populations of local hunter–gatherers who lived in these areas before the influence
of Eurasian back-migrations and the migrations of farmers and herders. Genetic evidence thus
suggests that prior to the introduction of farming, there existed a cline of relatedness between
hunter–gatherers living in Ethiopia (represented by the Mota genome) and San hunter–gatherers
from southern Africa (see Section 2). This cline stretched along East Africa in a north-to-south
direction, and ancient Malawi and Tanzanian hunter–gatherers can be seen as intermediates in this
cline, which reached from Ethiopia to southern Africa (132). The development and introduction of
herding and farming in East Africa (around 3,000 years BP) and the ensuing southern migrations of
mixed East African/Eurasian herders into southern Africa, followed by the Bantu Expansion, erased
much of this preexisting cline of hunter–gatherer ancestry (132). In Malawi and Mozambique, the
majority populations today are Bantu language speakers, and in East African countries farther
north (e.g., Tanzania, Kenya, and Uganda), farmer populations are made up of a mix of these
three ancestry components (East African, West African, and Eurasian) (36, 89, 132) (Figure 3,
K = 6).
The timing of the Eurasian back-migration into East Africa has been estimated to (on average) 3,000 years BP based on genetic admixture signals in several Ethiopian populations (89,
97), and the source population had ancestry related to the ∼10,000-year-old prepottery farmers
of the Levant (69, 132). There is significant archaeological evidence of intense contact and migration between Ethiopia and southern Arabia around 3,000 years BP (37, 61). During the first
millennium BC, southern Arabians from the Saba territory established a polity in the Abyssinian
highlands of Ethiopia, and a new conglomerate cultural landscape called the Ethio-Sabean society emerged (37, 61). This event overlaps with the timing of Eurasian genetic admixture signals
in Ethiopian populations and is a good candidate for the source of the Eurasian admixture in
East Africa. The southern spread of the mixed East African/Eurasian group into Tanzania was
relatively rapid. A 3,100-BP individual from Luxmanda (Tanzania), associated with a Savanna
Pastoral Neolithic archaeological tradition had 38% ± 1% of her ancestry related to the prepottery farmers of the Levant and her remaining ancestry closely related to the Mota individual from
Ethiopia. The southern movement of these East African/Eurasian pastoralists eventually reached
southern Africa, where they admixed with local San hunter–gatherers. Today, all San hunter–
gatherers show admixture from this East African/Eurasian group, and Khoekhoe herders, such as
the Nama, have up to 30% admixture from this group (123) (also see Section 3.2). The admixture fractions in ancient southern African herders were higher than those in the Khoekhoe today,
and a 1,200-BP pastoralist individual from the Western Cape had ∼40–50% ancestry related to
the Tanzanian Luxmanda individual (Savanna Pastoral Neolithic individual) and the remaining
ancestry component related to southern African San hunter–gatherers (132).
In addition to the Arabification of northeastern Africa, the recent north-to-south movements
of mixed East African/Eurasian herders along the east coast of Africa, and the expansions of
Bantu language speakers throughout sub-Saharan Africa, there were also east–west bidirectional
migrations of nomadic herding groups throughout the Sahel Belt. In the Sahel Belt, which acts
as a corridor of human migration and is fringed by the tropical rain forests to the south and
the Saharan desert to the north, two lifeways of farming are practiced: nomadic pastoralism,
where groups continually migrate to find pasture for their animals, and crop farming, where
groups are sedentary and located in temperate areas. Triska et al. (138) found an increasing clinal
differentiation between western and eastern Sahelian populations in genotype data from a large
collection of populations from a region across the Sahel Belt into East Africa. Furthermore, there
were strong signals of Eurasian admixture into central and eastern Sahelian populations but not
into western Sahelian populations. Eurasian gene flow reaching into Chad has been reported (46).
www.annualreviews.org • Migration, Admixture, and Selection in Africa
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The ∼3,000-year-old Eurasian back-flow into Africa affected populations in northern Chad, such
as the Toubou (who had 20–30% Eurasian admixture), but this event had no detectable genetic
impact on other Chadian populations. Despite their Islamic faith, the Toubou do not harbor
Middle Eastern admixture associated with the Arabification of northeastern Africa, suggesting
cultural diffusion without genetic admixture (46).

3.4. Africa North of the Sahara: Migration Patterns and the Question
of Population Continuity
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Human demographic history in North Africa has a unique standing, with modern-day groups
largely related to Eurasian populations in conjunction with modest gene flow from sub-Saharan
Africa (50, 60, 76, 114), extreme climates and climate variability (26), important early human
fossils, and a diverse record of archaeological artifacts (119). The North African climate oscillates
between dry conditions during the interglacial periods and humid conditions, with savanna and
river networks extending into the Sahara during glacial periods (18, 27). The coastal regions
display less extreme variation, with forests and steppe plains existing even during the dry periods.
The Saharan desert becomes hyperarid during the interglacial periods (covering a fourth of the
African land mass), and the Nile River Valley forms the only major south-to-north fertile axis that
transcends the Sahara (67).
The modern-day North African populations display clear genetic affinities to Middle Eastern
and West Eurasian populations (50, 60, 76, 114) (Figures 1b, 2, and 3), which is suggested
to be the result of back-to-Africa migrations (50). A distinct genetic component, described as
Maghrebi, is present in increasing frequency from the east to the west in North Africa (50),
reaching as far as the Canary Islands (112). This Maghrebi component is dominant in early
Neolithic individuals (∼7,000 BP) from modern-day Morocco, who display strong genetic affinity
with extant groups in the area (35). Among early Neolithic groups across western Eurasia, the
Moroccan early Neolithic individuals are genetically most similar to prepottery Anatolian farmers
and Natufians from the Middle East, suggesting a potential early migration of prepottery groups
westward, potentially interwoven with some farming practices or, alternatively, predating farming
practices (35). Local expressions of ceramics in North Africa have been used to argue for an
indigenous development of farming, but the introduction of domesticated animals common for
the early Neolithic Middle East complicates the interpretation. Whether earlier human groups
in North Africa (potentially linking back to the groups found in the fossil record >40,000 BP or
later epi-Paleolithic groups) contributed to the early Neolithic farmers of North Africa remains
an open question. Later Neolithic groups in Morocco (∼5,000 BP), however, display a distinct
admixture component from Neolithic groups in Iberia, who were descendants of Anatolian early
farmers (63), suggesting migration across the Mediterranean to North Africa, a process that does
not appear to have happened in the earlier phase (35).
Genetic ancestry components related to populations on the Arabian Peninsula display an opposite pattern across North Africa to the Maghrebi genetic component, with greater fractions
toward the east (50). A similar pattern is observed across northeastern Africa, with decreasing
genetic affinities to groups on the Arabian Peninsula and increasing distance toward the south,
following the Nile River Valley, across Sudan and South Sudan (53). This genetic cline of admixture has been dated to coincide with the Arab expansion in both northern and northeastern
Africa (53) (see Section 3.3). Gene flow across the Sahara has been rare and appears only in relatively recent times, with little or no gene flow from sub-Saharan groups into North Africa prior
to the last few millennia. The southwestern part of North Africa displays admixture with subSaharan Africans, but the admixture proportions vary greatly across individuals, indicating recent
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and ongoing gene flow (50). People in classical Egypt also displayed less sub-Saharan admixture
compared with present-day Egyptians, demonstrating that the gene flow is recent, at least in the
easternmost part of North Africa (126).
It is possible that human occupation in North Africa has been interrupted at certain time points
or is at least fragmented (119) owing to the specific climate conditions, with the Saharan desert
extending over vast areas during periods spanning many millennia (27). For instance, archaeological investigations of stone-tool similarities (in Marine Isotope Stage 5) display correlations with
geographic distance, in an isolation-by-distance pattern, with the exception of greater similarity
along water sources (119, 121). Even if the early human populations of North Africa contributed
little or no genetic material to the Neolithic groups, they may still have been related to and mixing
with early East African groups who were related to the populations migrating out of Africa (90),
first only to the Middle East (∼120,000 BP) and then later (∼70,000 BP) to eventually colonize
every continent except Antarctica. They may also have contributed to the early human admixture
into Neanderthals (81, 86, 100).

4. SELECTION AND ADAPTIVE INTROGRESSION
IN AFRICAN POPULATIONS
Africa is a large continent with extreme environments. Habitats range from vast deserts (such as
the Sahara, Namib, and Kalahari) to dense tropical rain forests in central Africa. These diverse
environments offer unique challenges to human populations, yet humans have adapted to occupy
all types of biomes in Africa. Signals of long-standing adaptation to the local environment and its
challenges can be observed in the genomes of many African populations. The recent movement
and migration of groups—for instance, because of the invention of pastoralism and farming in the
Holocene—presented migrating groups with new environmental challenges. Even these recent
events have left specific evidence of selection in the genomes of some groups. The cultural and
dietary changes that accompanied the change from a hunter–gatherer lifeway to an agricultural
and/or pastoralist lifeway also left signals of recent selection in the genomes. Here, we discuss
several key examples of long-standing adaptation of African groups to their environments and
evidence of recent selection in African groups caused by lifestyle changes, migration, and the
challenges of new environments.
The African continent is centered on the equator with the Tropic of Cancer (23.5◦ N, going
through, e.g., Algeria and Libya in North Africa) and the Tropic of Capricorn (23.5◦ S, going
through South Africa). Human skin color varies with latitude, and close to the equator, dark skin
color helps to protect against UV radiation from the sun. Farther away from the equator, lighter
skin color is adaptive, allowing enhanced vitamin D3 production (22, 33, 59). Skin color in Africa
ranges from light in the San populations of southern Africa (comparable to skin color in Asian
populations) to the darkest in the world in the Nilo-Saharan groups of eastern Africa (22). In an
extensive study of the genetic basis of skin color variation in ethnically diverse African groups,
Crawford et al. (22) found six genes to be strongly associated with skin color in Africa. Four of
these genes contained alleles estimated to segregate for hundreds of thousands of years in the
hominin lineages, suggesting long-standing local adaptation to UV radiation in African populations (22). The ancestral alleles at these loci are associated with light pigmentation, suggesting
that dark pigmentation is a derived and adaptive trait in humans that arose from the need for UV
light protection after human ancestors lost their body hair (59, 113). Aside from the six strongly
associated loci, many additional loci were found to be weakly associated with pigmentation levels,
and these loci are likely to contribute to skin color variation in Africans as well, with smaller effect
sizes (22).
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In addition to effects from the physical environment, such as solar radiation, humans are also
exposed to challenges from the biological environment, such as various degrees of disease load.
The distinctive climatic biomes of Africa present unique sets of pathogenic challenges to human
population groups that inhabit these regions. In the tropical regions of Africa, diseases such as
malaria, sleeping sickness, and leishmaniasis are widespread, while in the more temperate and dry
regions of Africa, these pathogens are absent, and these regions generally have a lower disease load.
Malaria is an infectious disease that has elicited one of the strongest selective pressures detected in
humans (64, 80). Several studies have reported evidence of local adaptations that confer protection
against malaria in various populations, with protective allelic variants in several genes, including
DARC, G6PD, and HBB (with the extensively studied sickle cell variant in the HBB gene that has
increased in frequency as a result of balancing selection among heterozygotes in the presence of
malaria) (64). The DARC gene encodes a transmembrane receptor (Duffy antigen receptor) used
by the malaria-causing protozoan Plasmodium vivax to infect red blood cells. Three alleles of this
gene segregate in appreciable frequencies in human populations: FY∗ A, FY∗ B, and FY∗ O. The
FY∗ B allele is ancestral and confers a susceptible phenotype in the presence of malaria (64). FY∗ O
occurs on a FY∗ B background and protects against Plasmodium vivax, while the protective effect
of FY∗ A is less clear. The FY∗ O allele is near fixation in western and central African, while FY∗ B
and FY∗ A are common in Europe and Asia (64, 80). In southwestern parts of southern Africa,
the environment is less suitable for the malaria parasite, and thus lower or no selection pressure
is expected. The indigenous southern African =Khomani San display all three alleles (FY∗ A,
FY∗ B, and, FY∗ O) at intermediate frequencies. The presence of two highly diverged (and malariaprotective) FY∗ O haplotypes in African populations suggests an ancient origin (>40,000 BP) of the
protective variant(s) and selection on standing variation, with strong (4%) and recent selection for
the protective variant rather than a recent hard selective sweep of a novel variant (80). Many other
genes have been linked to protection against malaria. The Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man
(OMIM) database reports 17 such genes, several of which have been linked to selection signals in
African populations (15, 44, 91, 138). Studies have also linked numerous other infectious diseases
to selection signals in several African populations; e.g., Gurdasani et al. (44) and Triska et al. (138)
reported African-specific local adaptation to several endemic diseases, including malaria, Lassa
fever, trypanosomes, and trachoma, and identified several allelic variants that might have been
selected to protect against these diseases.
One of the largest migration processes in the Holocene involves Bantu-speaking groups from
western Africa expanding to eastern and southern Africa, a process likely driven by farming subsistence strategies and, at least in the later phase, linked to iron working. These groups encountered
new environments in which they had to survive. The strongest signal of selection in the genomes
of Bantu language speakers that today live in or close to the central African rain forests is in the
major histocompatibility complex (MHC) region of the genome, which mediates and controls
immune responses (91). Among the Bantu-speaking groups, the MHC region is also the one that
has the highest ancestry contribution from rain forest hunter–gatherers. Taken together, these
two patterns suggest adaptive introgression. In other words, the genetic MHC variants in rain
forest hunter–gatherers were likely better adapted to the specific disease conditions of the rain
forests, and the expansion of Bantu language speakers into these areas was likely facilitated by
gene flow from local populations (91).
Migrating farmer and pastoralist groups potentially also caused large increases in local disease
burden, particularly zoonotic diseases. As a result, local hunter–gatherers may have been exposed
to diseases associated with sedentary or herding lifestyles through interactions with immigrant
groups and local groups that adopted those modes of subsistence. Owers et al. (88) found stronger
and more abundant selection signals for immune genes in the =Khomani (who had abundant
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contact with other people migrating into the region, such as East African pastoralist groups, Bantu
language speakers, and European colonists) compared with the isolated Ju|’hoansi (88). The study
provided evidence of how, through selection on multiple loci, the immune system can rapidly
adapt in populations that come into contact with external groups and their unfamiliar diseases.
Changing cultural practices, such as the adoption of a subsistence strategy, directly cause
changes in the human genome as a consequence of adaptation to the new lifeways (33, 86). Human
groups in Africa are no exception, and one of the most striking examples is the adaptation of lactase
persistence (LP)—the continued ability to digest lactose after weaning. The prevalence of LP varies
among humans and is particularly common among populations that have traditionally practiced
herding. LP is conferred to humans by a few mutations in a control element of the lactase gene
(LCT ) (135). Particular variants in the LCT control element situated in introns of an adjacent
gene (MCM6) prevent the downregulation of the LCT gene in adults (32, 137). At least five
variants are known that are responsible for the LP phenotype (128). These five variants occur on
different haplotype backgrounds, which indicates that they evolved independently and in parallel
(137). Three of these variants originated and underwent selection in African pastoralist groups:
C13907G (rs41525747) in Ethiopian groups, T14009G (rs869051967) in African Arab groups,
and G14010C (rs145946881) in Kenyan and Tanzanian groups. The two remaining variants likely
originated outside of Africa, in the Middle East (T13915G, rs41380347) and Europe (C13910T,
rs4988235), but these variants are also present at appreciable frequencies in certain African groups
owing to recent migration and admixture (62, 101, 108, 137).
The G14010C variant is associated with LP in various East African groups from Tanzania
and Kenya, and there is a strong signal for selection associated with this genomic region in some
of these populations (124, 125, 137). The frequency of the C allele varies among different East
African groups, occurring at frequencies of ∼18–46% in Nilo-Saharan and Afro-Asiatic groups,
while the variant is absent in the Hadza hunter–gatherers (137). This East African variant also
occurs in southern African Khoe-speaking groups and has been connected with the introduction
of herding practices to southern Africa (13, 75).
Both the 13907G- and 14009G-derived alleles occur in Sudan and East Africa (58, 62, 108,
137). The highest frequencies of these alleles are in the Beja populations (i.e., the Beni-Amer and
Hadendowa) from Sudan. The 13915G LP-associated allele likely originated in the Middle East
(32, 58, 102, 137) but occurs at appreciable frequencies in nomadic populations throughout northeastern Africa (102). The allele may have spread from the Middle East to Africa through nomadic
Bedouin populations (58, 101). Frequencies in Sudan correlate with Middle Eastern admixture (N.
Hollfelder, C.M. Schlebusch, H. Edlund, L. Granehäll, H. Babiker, et al., unpublished results)
linked to the Arabification of northeastern Africa (53). The European LP allele (13910T) has
low frequencies in Africa but was introduced into certain African populations—i.e., the Fulani of
Sudan, Mali, and Cameroon (49, 58, 72); the Shokrya of Sudan (49); and the Nama from southern
Africa (13, 75)—as a result of European gene flow.
All five of these LP-associated SNPs are contained in the LP control region in intron 13 of
the MCM6 gene. However, potential additional LP variants have been identified farther away
from this region—i.e., in intron 9 (137)—and it is possible that the upstream region of the LCT
gene contains further LP variants (33). West African crop farmers (i.e., Yoruba from Nigeria) and
central and southern African hunter–gatherers show no signature of selection at the LCT locus
and do not carry any known LP variants at appreciable frequencies (60, 125, 142).
The LP region also has examples of adaptive introgression in various African population groups.
Patin et al. (91) found an excess of East African ancestry in the LCT region of Bantu language
speakers from East Africa. This region introgressed from local East African Afro-Asiatic or NiloSaharan groups into the genomes of Bantu language speakers, and the introgressed variants showed
www.annualreviews.org • Migration, Admixture, and Selection in Africa
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evidence of strong positive selection. There is a correlation between the Middle Eastern variant
and non-African ancestry in Sudanese populations, and the Middle Eastern variant has higher frequencies than genome-wide proportions, indicating adaptive introgression (N. Hollfelder, C.M.
Schlebusch, H. Edlund, L. Granehäll, H. Babiker, et al., unpublished results). Similarly, the Nama
herders from southern Africa showed higher East African ancestry in the LP region than genomewide proportions (13). LP therefore has several independent strong signals of local adaptation in
African pastoralist populations as well as several examples of adaptive introgression.
In addition to the LP control region, other genomic regions have been reported to be associated
with selection pressures connected to lifestyle changes linked to farming. For example, copy
numbers of the amylase gene (AMY1), associated with starch digestion, have been linked with
selection in farmers (93, but also see 34). Other studies of farming groups identified selection
signals in genes associated with celiac disease, fatty acid metabolism, vitamin absorption, and body
mass (33, 77). More studies of African farmer and pastoralist groups could clarify the roles of these
(and additional) genes in the adaptation of African farmers and pastoralists to new environments
and lifeways.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the last few decades, genetic studies have increasingly contributed to hypotheses about the
migration of farmers and herders across Africa during Holocene times. Studies have thus far been
limited by the amount of genetic data collected from each group (i.e., many studies are based only
on uniparental markers) and/or poor geographic coverage. Inclusion of more population groups
in genome-wide autosomal studies will help to refine and extend hypotheses regarding largeand fine-scale movements of farmers and herders. However, since the true history is most likely a
complex mix of events that has resulted in conflicting archaeological and linguistic interpretations,
extensive coverage of sub-Saharan African groups in genetic studies (with regard to sample size and
populations) is needed. Furthermore, genome sequencing studies of ancient human remains from
across the African continent, especially of samples with good stratigraphic context and association
with material culture, will further improve inferences by providing time-serial information on
demographic changes. This will enable robust testing of the different hypotheses and possibly
lead to the generation of new ideas of how farmers and herders moved across the continent,
interacted with local hunter–gatherer groups, and possibly admixed with other branches of the
same or other expansions.
For our species’ deep history in Africa, both paleoanthropological and genetic evidence increasingly point to a multiregional origin of AMHs in Africa. However, many questions remain
to be resolved, and several different (and possibly overlapping) models could have resulted in the
current-day genetic variation of modern humans. It is unclear whether modern humans originated
from a single randomly mating population, originated from a geographically structured population (11), or exchanged genetic material with African archaic humans (47, 65, 86, 123, 132). It
is also unclear which genetic changes transformed archaic humans to AMHs (76, 94, 104–106,
125). African genomes will bring us closer to answering the main questions of human origins, and
future aDNA studies and full genome sequences from hunter–gatherer groups will continue to
clarify the picture of our deep genetic history in Africa.
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